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Abstract : In the Preface to this, the second edition, the author bewails the
during the 9 years between the editions, vast numbers of papers have appe
"...some of them have simply plowed old ground ... and relatively little radica
information has appeared". However, in this edition, there is no mention of d
"anthelmintics go out of date too fast". Inevitably, the reader who lives in a te

zone will be most interested in trichostrongyles and these are fairly well cov
90 pages, though after studying this section carefully the reader will not hav
much knowledge about disease caused by these worms. He will, however, b
to identify the worms and will have a fair idea of their pathogenicity. In other
book is suitable for the lecturer and his students but would not be useful to
veterinary surgeons. It covers only nematodes and not other helminths, bec
are too many of them". T o those who work in tropical countries, it will be par
useful. Line drawings are good and the writing is acceptable.<new para>ADD
ABST RACT :<new para>T his textbook has been completely rewritten to take
new information that has been acquired since the first edition was published
review, see Hm/A 39, 1255]. However, the format is exactly as before. One d
that the sections on drug treatment have been omitted "because the field is
rapidly that anthelminthics go out of date too fast". Each of the 17 chapters h
bibliography but, "in the interest of brevity and economy", papers dated ear
are not listed, even when mentioned in the text. T he most recent papers in
bibliography appear to be dated 1977.
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